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ABSTRACT−In order to explore the performance of variable transmission use on zero emission urban vehicles, targeting low

fuel consumption, a new type of a flat-belt driven CVT was developed. The new Electronic Shift Variable Transmission

(ESVT) was build in order to be installed and tested on the ER12 prototype hydrogen fuel cell powered urban vehicle, which

is developed by the TUC Eco Racing team at the Technical University of Crete. ER12 is used as a testbed vehicle in order to

measure fuel consumption and compare results of ESVT use versus the one-stage geared transmission that was previously

installed on the vehicle. At first, a description of the proposed system main components and design considerations is presented,

in order to provide insight on system operation. Actual road tests are conducted using the prototype vehicle, providing insights

regarding fuel consumption measurements and driving performance with and without ESVT. Experimental results are

presented, showing significant improvement with the use of the proposed system. ESVT control logic analysis follows,

describing the control objectives and rules used towards lower fuel consumption and driving performance. Finally, evaluation

of ESVT control operation is presented, using experimental results from the road tests conducted with ER12 prototype vehicle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

After more than a century of research and development, the

Internal Combustion (IC) engine is near both perfection

and obsolescence: engineers continue to explore the outer

limits of IC efficiency and performance, but advancements

in fuel economy and emissions have effectively stalled

(EURONCAP, 2009). While many IC vehicles meet low

emissions vehicle standards, these will give way to new,

stricter government regulations in the very near future.

With limited room for improvement, and given the natural

limits of fossil fuels, automobile manufacturers have begun

full-scale development of alternative power vehicles. Thus,

other vehicle types are researched and produced towards

zero emissions goal, like electric and fuel cell powered

vehicles. At the same time, efficiency of every engine and

power transmission components are explored in order to

achieve lower fuel consumption and higher autonomy.

Nowadays much focus has been given by the automotive

industry on new or optimized powertrain systems that can

significantly improve fuel consumption especially in IC

engine vehicles. 

But since hybrid, fuel cell and electric vehicles are

becoming more feasible and promising, such fuel efficient

powertrain systems are researched for hybrid/electric cars

too (Miller, 2006). 

Most current production vehicles use either conventional

Manual Transmissions (MTs) with discrete gear ratios or

Automatic Transmissions (ATs) configured with planetary

gear sets that use integral clutches and bands to change

gear ratios. MTs use five to seven discrete gear ratios while

ATs have four or five. Alternatively, Continuously Variable

Transmissions (CVTs) introduced a totally new infinite

gear ratio variation instead of the previously mentioned

discrete gear ratio transmissions.

The CVT system was firstly conceptualized by

Leonardo Da Vinci at 1490 and installed on a vehicle for

the first time at 1910, by Zenith motorcycle manufacturer

(Birch, 2000). Although CVTs have been used in

automobiles for decades, limited torque capabilities and

questionable reliability have inhibited their growth (Kluger

and Long, 1999). Nowadays, CVTs are aggressively

competing with automatic transmissions and several

vehicle manufacturers, are already keen on exploiting the

various advantages of a CVT in a production vehicle

(Kluger and Long, 1999), (Yamaguchi, 2000).

CVT gear boxes theoretically have an infinite number of

transmission ratios, which can be achieved between high

and low extremes, with fewer moving parts. The

technological advantage is that CVTs change gear ratios at

every time instant so as to achieve optimal engine

efficiency. This improves the mileage compared to

traditional gear boxes by allowing better matching of the

engine operating conditions to the variable driving*Corresponding author. e-mail: hroniss@dpem.tuc.gr
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scenarios.

Several different types of CVTs have been developed

through the years, each having their own characteristics.

The most referenced types found are: Spherical CVT (Kim

et al., 2002), Hydrostatic CVT (Lino et al., 2005; Kanphet

et al., 2005), E-CVT (Sakai, 1988; Miller, 2006), Toroidal

CVT (Fuchs et al., 2002; Tanaka, 2003; Akehurst et al.,

2006), Power-split CVT (Mucino et al., 2001; Mantriota,

2001; Mantriota, 2005), Belt CVT (Srivastava and Haque,

2009), Chain CVT (Srivastava and Haque, 2009), Ball-type

toroidal CVT (Belfiore and De Stefani, 2003), and Milner

CVT (Milner, 2002). However, belt and chain types are the

most commonly used CVTs, among all, in automotive

applications.

The efficiency of manual transmissions, ranges from

96.2% and may be improved up to 96.7% the most.

Concerning the overall efficiency of Automatic

Transmissions (ATs), it is found to be around 85.3%,

whereas the efficiency of the best current AT could be

improved up to 86.3% (Vroemen, 2001; Kluger and Long,

1999). At the same time, the overall efficiency of belt type

CVTs is estimated at 84.6%, and may be improved towards

88.4% by reducing the pump losses (Vroemen, 2001;

Kluger and Long, 1999). These hydraulic pump losses

practically determine the efficiency of CVTs and of ATs,

and they are relatively high at low transmission loads. The

improvement of pump and hydraulic circuit design can

substantially increase the efficiency of CVT and AT and it

is a subject of ongoing research (Vroemen, 2001).

Alternatively, the actuation of the clutches and of the CVT

may be (partly) electrical, so as the hydraulic losses to be

replaced by potentially lower electrical losses. In (Kluger

and Long, 1999; Machida, 1999) the overall efficiency of

toroidal or traction drive CVTs is estimated at around 91%,

which may become higher by 1.8% by employing more

advanced traction fluids.

Almost all studies on CVTs agree that their use may

increase the fuel savings and reduce the polluting

emissions (Carbone et al., 2007; Brace et al., 1999; Brace

et al., 1997; Carbone et al., 2002; Carbone et al., 2004;

Kluger and Fussner, 1997; Boos and Mozer, 1997; Ryu and

Kim, 2008). For instance, a mid class CVT car may

achieve fuel savings of about 10% in comparison to the

traditional manual stepped transmissions (Brace et al.,

1999; Brace et al., 1997; Carbone et al., 2002; Carbone et

al., 2004). They are also measured to be faster in 0-60 mph

acceleration tests (Boos and Mozer, 1997). Moreover their

efficiency depends less on driving habit than manual

transmissions (Kluger and Fussner, 1997). The potential

for fuel efficiency gains can also be seen in the CVT’s

currently used in several new models that are tested by

many automotive magazines (Buyyourcar, 2012).

1.1. Motivation

The relevant literature evident that CVT use has been

extensively researched and tested in IC and hybrid

vehicles, resulting in reduced fuel consumption. Even

though all types of CVTs present different efficiencies, they

all exhibit lower consumption than classic manual

transmissions, regardless of driving habits. However, to the

best of our knowledge, the use of continuous variable

transmission has not been researched on zero emission

vehicles, such as, electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles.

In this work, in order to explore the performance of the

variable transmission on zero emission urban vehicles, a

flat-belt driven CVT was developed. The new Electronic

Shift Variable Transmission (ESVT), targets both

efficiency and low fuel consumption and it was developed

for the EcoRacer 2012 (ER12) prototype hydrogen fuel cell

powered urban vehicle, which is designed by the TUC Eco

Racing team of the Technical University of Crete

(Efstathiou et al., 2012). The ER12 competed in 2012 at

the Shell Eco Marathon international fuel consumption

competition. It is used as a testbed in order to measure fuel

consumption and compare results of ESVT use versus the

fixed geared transmission that was previously installed on

the vehicle. 

Driving performance is another aspect researched.

Acceleration time and distance through various speeds is

evaluated and compared to one-stage transmission,

providing insight on vehicle ability to move better on the

road. Both fuel consumption and driving ability using a

variable transmission, are tested for the first time on a

hydrogen powered vehicle.

In what follows we describe the suggested variable

transmission system. 

2. ELECTRONIC SHIFT VARIABLE 

TRANSMISSION

The proposed Electronic Shift Variable Transmission

(ESVT) consists of a) mechanical components which

transmit the power from motor to the wheel and b)

electronics, which are responsible for gear ratio change and

control. The prototype we present here, was kept simple for

weight reduction reasons, however it represents the

concept. The total ESVT weight is measured 2.922 Kg. A

description of the mechanical and electronic components

follows.

2.1. Mechanical Structure

The main mechanical parts for the proposed ESVT system

are shown in Figure 1. It mainly consists of two cone

pulleys that are connected through a flat belt and are driven

by the vehicle electric motor. The movement of the belt on

the pulleys provides the change of gear ratio which results

to variable power transmission. In our implementation, the

belt moves with the aid of a linear actuator driven by the

ESVT controller. The output of the ESVT controller is the

transmission ratio change, which is implemented through

the belt reposition over the cones. In the prototype

described here a linear actuator is responsible for the
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physical reposition of the belt. Thus, power input is

provided by an electric motor to the lower cone pulley,

where using a flat belt results to power output transfer from

the upper cone pulley axle to the wheel, for vehicle

movement. A schematic diagram of the ESVT main

components as installed on a vehicle is shown in Figure 2.

The two tension regulators on the upper part of the ESVT

are used to adjust the belt tension, which is set once before

operation.

The transmission system described here was designed

and built in order to provide certain capabilities to a

specific prototype vehicle, whose objective is the lowest

possible fuel consumption. The desired capabilities

correspond to higher traction force thus lower consumption

at vehicle launch and electronically shifted gear ratio at

higher speeds, targeting electric motor best efficiency

region. These targets are reached using variable gear ratios

ranging from 1.5 to 1 (by the ESVT), which in addition to

a fixed secondary gear results to a final drive of 1:15 to

1:10. The secondary gearing is used to raise the torque at

the levels needed to move the specific vehicle. 

2.2. Control System Electronics

ESVT electronics are responsible for the control of the

variable gear ratio change, which is referred as electronic

shift. The control system electronics consist of (Figure 3): 

(a) A programmable microcontroller which hosts the

software used to process the input signals from sensors

and compute the appropriate output. Vehicle speed,

Current actuator position, Throttle, Motor speed and

Speed change are the main inputs and Actuator move is

the output. According to input info, the belt move is

calculated in order to change ESVT’s gear ratio.

Detailed info regarding ESVT control logic are

provided at paragraph 5.1.

(b) A linear actuator used to move the belt to a new

position (i.e. change ESVT gear ratio), according to

controller output. The new belt position corresponds to

a new gear ratio.

All input-output data are transferred via a mini

motherboard to an SSD drive, where they are recorded

during operation for evaluation purposes. 

3. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND THEORY

3.1. Flat Belt Use

3.1.1. Basic geometry considerations

Belts and other similar elastic or flexible machine elements

have been widely used to transmit power for a long time.

They can be used instead of other rigid power-transmission

devices as gears and in many cases their use simplifies the

design and reduces the cost (Shigley and Mischke, 1989).

The power is transmitted from the driver pulley to the

driven pulleys through friction between the belt and the

pulleys. Belt drives can absorb shock loads and damp out

vibration effects which is an important advantage for any

machine’s life. There are four principal types of belts which

are mainly used: flat, Round, V shaped and timing. The

proposed ESVT requires the use of a flat belt, thus flat belt

mechanics will be presented hereafter. 

Flat belt drives consist of a strong elastic core

surrounded by an elastomer and materials vary according

to usage. They can provide efficiency up to 98%, close to

gear drives, while V-belt drives range from 70−96% (De

Almeida and Greenberg, 1995), (Moff, 1989). They also

Figure 1. ESVT assembly CAD design.

Figure 2. ESVT realization as installed on testbed vehicle.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the ESVT main components

and control system electronics. 
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produce less noise and absorb more torsional vibration

from the system than V-belts or gears.

In a typical open-belt drive as in Figure 4, the small

pulley is the driving pulley and the large one the driven.

The contact angles are found to be:

(1)

(2)

where, θd is the driving pulley contact angle, θD is the

driven pulley contact angle, D is the diameter of driven

pulley, d the diameter of driving pulley and C is the center

distance of pulleys.

The length of the belt is found by summing the two arc

lengths between twice the distance of the beginning and

end of contact which results to:

(3)

This equation can be simplified to the following

equation used by all belt manufacturers for the length

calculation:

(4)

3.1.2. Belt tensions

According to literature (Mantriota, 2005), (Shigley and

Mischke, 1989), a change in belt tension due to friction

forces between the belt and pulley will cause the belt to

elongate or contract and move relative to the surface of the

pulley. This motion is caused by elastic creep and is

associated with sliding friction as opposed to static friction.

The action at the driving pulley, through that portion of the

angle of contact that is actually transmitting power, is such

that the belt moves more slowly than the surface speed of

the pulley because of the elastic creep. The angle of contact

consists of the effective arc, where power is transmitted,

and the idle arc. The belt first contacts the driving pulley

with a tight-side tension F1 and a velocity V1, which is the

same as the pulley surface velocity. Then, belt passes

through the idle arc with no change in F1 or V1. Creep or

sliding contact follows, and the belt tension changes in

accordance with the friction forces. At the end of the

effective arc the belt leaves the pulley with a loose-side

tension F2 and a reduced speed V2.

In Figure 5, the free body diagram of a small segment of

the belt is presented both in 2D and 3D perspectives.

Assuming that the friction force on the belt is uniform

throughout the entire arc of contact, the belt segment is

subjected to a centrifugal force FC, a normal force between

the belt and pulley dN, and a friction force ìdN at the point

before slip occurs.

The length of the belt segment results to,

(5)

where, r the pulley radius and dθ the contact arc on pulley.

The centrifugal force is, 

(6)

where, V is the belt speed, r the pulley radius and m is the

belt mass per unit length equal to, 

(7)

where, b is the width, t is the thickness and ρ is the density

of the belt material.

From the equation of equilibrium in the tangential and

radial direction,

θd π 2*sin
1– D d–

2C
-----------–=

θD π 2*sin
1– D d–

2C
-----------+=

L 4C
2

D d–( )2

–[ ]1 2⁄ 1

2
--- DθD dθd+( )+=

L 2C
π
2
--- D d+( ) D d–( )2

4C
------------------+ +≈

dl r dθ=

FC mrdθ( )rω2

mV
2

dθ==

m btρ=

Figure 4. Open belt drive.

Figure 5. Free body diagram of a belt small segment.
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(8)

(9)

where, F is the belt tension force, FC the centrifugal force,

dN the reaction force, μdN the friction force, μ the

coefficient of friction and dθ the contact arc on pulley.

For a small angle dθ it can be assumed that,

(10)

Then, from (9) and using (6), (8), 

(11)

Since dθ/2 is really small compared to the other

quantities of the equation, it becomes,

(12)

Considering the entire angle of wrap, 

(13)

where, F1 is the belt tension force on tight-side, F2 the belt

tension force on loose-side, μ the coefficient of friction, θ

the effective contact arc on pulley, V is the belt speed, m is

the belt mass per unit length.

Thus, the final equation for the determination of

relationship between belt tensions is,

(14)

where, F1 is the belt tension force on tight-side, F2 the belt

tension force on loose-side, FC the centrifugal force, μ the

coefficient of friction and θ the effective contact arc on

pulley.

If an initial tension Fi is set to the belt as an added

constraint during belt installation, then tension equations

transform to:

(15)

(16)

where, ΔF is tension due to transmitted torque M and D

pulley diameter. 

Solving for the initial tension provides the equation that

defines the maximum belt tension:

(17)

In equation (17) the maximum belt tension will occur

when F1 = 2Fi. Thus the only way to transmit more power is

to increase the initial belt tension. Based on that, the belt

drive is designed for the maximum tension F1 which is

limited according to the allowable tension specified by the

belt manufacturer (size, material etc). 

3.1.3. Linear actuating force derivation

The linear force (FA) needed to provide horizontal belt

movement, which corresponds to ESVT gear ratio change,

is derived hereafter. This actuating force is needed in order

to choose a suitable linear actuator, capable to move the flat

belt during operation of the proposed ESVT (Spanoudakis,

2013). To our knowledge no other theory was found in

literature to calculate this force on such a prototype

transmission system. Figure 6 shows the forces acting on

the belt when it is moved along the cone pulleys.

In order to proceed to linear actuating force calculation,

the following assumptions are made: a)the belt does not

deform due to FA having nearly rigid body motion relative

to the pulleys, b)belt move is opposed by kinetic friction

and c)the cone angle of the conical pulleys is too small thus

the belt is on total contact in all directions on the pulleys.

 

From the equation of equilibrium in the horizontal

direction (Figure 6a) we obtain:

(18)

where, TD and Td are the friction force at driven and driving

pulley respectively.

Choosing a small belt segment (Figure 6b) at one of the

pulleys (driving) and according to the equilibrium of forces

at the direction of dFA, results to,

(19)

where, dFAd is the linear actuating force on small belt

segment contacting the driving pulley, dNd the reaction

force on small belt segment contacting the driving pulley

and μ the coefficient of friction.

Using (19) and (8) is found that:

(20)

Also, from (14), using (15), (16) and substituting at (17),
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F 
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2
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2
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2
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results that:

(21)

where, ΔF is tension due to transmitted torque M and d the

driving pulley diameter. 

Thus using (20) and (21), the linear actuating force at

one pulley is found:

(22)

Finally, the required linear actuating force needed to

move the belt horizontally, can be calculated from (21) and

(22), resulting to:

(23)

In order to compute FA, it is needed to measure the initial

tension set, as also the geometries of the cone pulleys

which result to contact angles calculation. It is important to

note that during belt movement kinetic friction coefficient

(μK) is applied, instead of static friction coefficient used at

(14). 

3.1.4. Linear actuating force calculation

According to the previously derived equations, the linear

actuating force (FA) is calculated for the proposed ESVT.

Basic system geometry data used are:

C = 86 mm

d = 34.67 mm

D = 52 mm

Fi = 70 N

μs = 0.6

μk = 0.5

Initial tension Fi was measured using a mechanical

tension meter, applied at the belt while the ESVT was setup

for road test operation. Also, the static (μs) and kinetic (μk)

coefficients of friction were found from flat belt manufacturers

manuals, for polyurethane flat belt on aluminum pulleys

(Gates Mectrol, 2008).

According to the above, it is found that using Equation

(1), (2) results to:

θd = 168 (deg)

θD = 192 (deg)

Using Equation (23) results to FA calculation, which is

found FA = 183.34N.

According to this value, a linear actuator capable to

provide forces up to 200N was chosen and installed on the

ESVT.

3.1.5. Flat belt tracking

Tracking effects like angled pulleys and idlers as well as

conical pulleys were mostly known by experience (Egger

and Hoffman, 2012). Nevertheless, the axial motion of a

flat belt, as also the belt and pulley properties that influence

that motion should be taken in account. Several researchers

(Gerbert, 1999) derived some basic equations and calculated

some preliminary results of flat belts, running on conical

pulleys. Other theoretical and experimental analysis of flat

belt tracking due to angled axis and crowned pulleys were

also found at (Egger and Hoffman, 2007; Egger and

Hoffman, 2011).

It can be observed that flat belts, supported and driven

by cylindrical pulleys are subject to no guiding force. They

may run in an unstable condition and flat belt pulleys need

to be carefully aligned to prevent the belt from moving off.

Guiding systems can generally be separated in two basic

physical principles for steering flat belts: a) Form

conditioned where the steering effect relies on geometry

and normal forces and b) Force conditioned where steering

effect relies on contact load and friction. In the later

principle, in conical tail pulley use, the belt moves towards

the largest diameter during operation. This effect applies on

the described ESVT system.

3.1.6. Flat belt tracking on the ESVT 

In every case found in literature, research has been done if

one of the two pulleys is conical (tail pulley), but no

FΔ M

d
----- Fi

e
μθ

d

1–

e
μθ

d

1+
----------------= =

FAd 2Fi

e
μθ

d

1–

e
μθ

d

1+
----------------=

FA 2Fi

e
μθ

d

1–

e
μθ

d

1+
----------------

e
μθ

D

1–

e
μθ

D

1+
----------------+

⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟
⎛ ⎞

=

Figure 6. (a) Free body diagram of belt acting forces during

ratio change; (b) Free body diagram of a belt small segment

during ratio change.
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research have been found to compensate for double conical

pulley use. When both pulleys are conical, like in the

proposed prototype ESVT, similar axial belt movements

occur. Specifically, when the belt is firstly installed, its

center line is vertical to the cone outer surface (Figure 7).

Both conical pulleys are constructed and placed with the

same cone angle (θ1=θ2) even though they have different

diameters, thus the belt is vertical to both pulley surfaces.

When the pulleys start to rotate, a double axial movement

effect is produced, forcing the belt to running position. As

described before, this is caused as the belt tends to move to

higher diameters. At that position the belt center line

becomes almost vertical to the pulleys rotation axes. In

order to keep the belt at a specific position, a gear shift

bracket moved by the linear actuator, provides the exact

ratio change between pulleys. 

3.1.7. CVT ratio change

A continuously variable transmission (CVT) has a gear

ratio that can be varied continuously within a certain range,

providing an infinity of gear ratios (Ehsani et al., 2005).

This continuous variation allows for the matching of

virtually any engine speed and torque to any wheel speed

and torque. It is therefore possible to achieve an ideal

torque–speed profile (constant power profile), because any

engine power output to the transmission can be applied at

any speed to the wheels.

At the proposed ESVT concept, the distance between the

two pulleys remains constant while the belt is moved along

the pulley axis, varying the effective diameter on which the

belt grips. The transmission ratio (ig) is a function of the

two effective diameters:

(24)

where, D and d are the effective diameters of the output

pulley and input pulley, respectively.

3.1.8. Motor efficiency measurement

As already stated, our main purpose is to use the proposed

ESVT in order to reduce fuel consumption by using

variable transmission advantages, one of which is electric

motor operation at maximum efficiency. In order to achieve

that, motor maximum efficiency must be reached at specifc

rpm. Since no data were available from the manufacturer,

an efficiency testbed was developed. The main target was

to measure the specific electric motor maximum efficiency

at specific loads, which corresponds to vehicle operation at

the target speed of 25 Km/h. At that speed the needed

power to move the vehicle is calculated at P25 Km=200 W

(Spanoudakis, 2013). Thus, experimental measurements

were conducted for this specific external load at various

motor speeds and maximum efficiency was obtained.

The efficiency testbed (Figure 8) consists of a rotary

torque transducer connected to the electric motor axle

(input) and to a hydraulic disc brake (output), measuring:

Motor speed (Rpm), Torque (Nm) and Power (Kw).

External load is applied through the hydraulic disc brake,

regulated at 200 W for all experimental measurements. 

Electric motor speed is regulated using a speed

controller and torque measurements are recorded every

500 Rpm. The torque transducer data are used as output

data, compared to input data collected from amperometer

and voltmeter measurements, which are directly connected

to the motor input. 

Motor efficiency is then calculated using equation (25)

and is presented at Figure 9 (Vroemen, 2001).

(25)

where, Pout is the power output provided to the wheels and

ig
D

d
----=

nt

Pout

Pinput

----------- 100×=

Figure 7. Flat belt axial movement on the two conical

pulleys of the ESVT.

Figure 8. Developed testbed used to measure motor

efficiency.
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Pin the power input of the electric motor, and nt is given as

a percentage.

Experimental results showed that maximum motor

efficiency (91.3%) is reached at 2500 RPM. Also revealed

that an optimal RPM range of motor operation is from 2300

to 2500 Rpm, where efficiency exceeds 90%. According to

these valuable info, the ESVT control must be regulated to

provide gear ratios that will operate the vehicle motor at

this range.

3.2. ESVT Control Logic

The ESVT control main target is to continuously

approximate an optimal ESVT gear ratio, according to

vehicle power demands (Spanoudakis, 2013). This is

translated to linear actuator movement control (i.e. belt

movement on the cone pulleys), which results to ratio

change. The optimal gear ratio (ropt) is met when the electric

motor is operated inside its maximum efficiency region

(>90%), found at 2300−2500 Rpm (paragraph 3.1.8). At

this speed, lowest energy consumption of the testbed

vehicle is achieved. 

For the decision of the new gear ratio, the controller uses

five inputs and based on IF-THEN rules one output is

extracted (Figure 10). The control inputs are: 1)Vehicle

velocity (Velocity), 2)Current actuator position (sensor_value),

3)Throttle Position (throttle), 4)Motor Speed (Motor_

Rpm), 5)Velocity Change (Vel_change) and the output is:

1)Actuator move (Forward, Backward or Stop). Control

inputs 1-3 are sensor inputs, while control inputs 4, 5 are

calculated using the first three inputs.

According to vehicle speed input and current actuator

position, the current gear ratio (rcur) and then current motor

Rpm is calculated. To obtain rcur, it is assumed that gear

ratio (r) changes between sensor_value max-min positions,

following a linear function: rcur =a*sensorValue+b, where a,

b are constants. The max-min ESVT gear ratios and

actuator positions are: 1.5 > r > 1.0 and 850 > sensorValue

> 600, respectively. Solving for r and sensorValue limits,

results to a, b calculation and Equation (26) is extracted,

providing the current gear ratio (rcur). 

(26)

Wheel speed (Rpm) is calculated by (27):

(27)

where, velocity is vehicle’s velocity (km/h) and dw the

wheel diameter.

Between the wheel and the ESVT, a secondary gearing

(ratio 1:10) exists. Thus motor speed is:

(28)

Using (27) and (28) results to:

(29)

According to (29), motor speed is calculated at all times

using the velocity and gear ratio control inputs. 

Speed change is also calculated using the velocity input,

in order to define vehicle acceleration or deceleration:

(30)

Motor speed and Speed change values are used as

additional calculated inputs throughout the IF-THEN rules,

in order to obtain control output. 

A total of eight (8) IF-THEN rules are used to control

linear actuator motion, as presented at Table 1. There, IF

statements correspond to the five control input variables

and THEN statements to the one control output. The darker

shaded cells at IF statements are the calculated input

variables whilst the rest are sensors input. Every variable

considered at an IF statement is marked with an X, while at

output, green cells show actuator move and red cells

actuator stop.

The generic control rule of ESVT operation is the

following:

GENERIC RULE

IF velocity is A AND Motor_Rpm is B AND Throttle is

C THEN actuator moves backward.

 

As an example consider the explanation of rule (5):

IF velocity>15 Km/h AND Motor_Rpm<2300 ANDrcur 0.00146sensor_value 0.2604+=

Wheel speed Rpm( )
velocity

πdw

-------------------
1000

60
------------=

Motor_Rpm Wheel speed 10r=

Moter_Rpm 9.828 velocity 10 r=

Vel_change Velocitynew Velocityold–=

Figure 9. Motor efficiency measurements versus motor

speed at 200W external load. Figure 10. ESVT control architecture.
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Throttle=0 THEN actuator must move backward. At this

case, the vehicle is assumed to decelerate. Thus, higher

gear ratios should be achieved (actuator backward move),

providing higher torque capabilities in order to accelerate

again when throttle is pressed.

As shown, rules 1, 2 and 4, serve mainly as operational

limits, while the rest (3 and 5-8) are used to approximate

optimal motor operation. As already stated, the main target

is to achieve motor operation near its best efficiency

region, set at 2300−2500 RPM. 

At the same time, the optimal gear ratio must be

achieved with the fewer possible belt movements. That

way, higher belt service life and ESVT efficiency is

expected, avoiding additional belt wear and power loss

respectively.

4. ENERGY CONSUMPTION RESULTS

4.1. Testbed Vehicle

In order to evaluate the transmission system through on

road experimental testing, the prototype urban vehicle

ER12 is used (Figure 11). 

It is a one seat, low weight vehicle for urban environ-

ments, developed by the Technical University of Crete Eco

Racing team (TUCER) (Efstathiou et al., 2012). An

electric motor powered from a H2 fuel cell, make up the

vehicle’s energy system. The basic powertrain consists of a

one-stage geared transmission with ratio 1:10, placed

between the electric motor and the wheel. Testbed technical

specifications are presented at Table 2. The vehicle weight

(excluding the driver) is measured at 81 kg without the

ESVT, while with the ESVT installed it is found 84 Kg.

4.2. Fuel Consumption

The main purpose of this paper is to evaluate ESVT use,

according to fuel consumption measurements. The

prototype vehicle ER12 was used at different driving

conditions and the results were evaluated in contrast to the

basic vehicle transmission installation with fixed gear ratio.

The fixed one-stage gear transmission has a constant

ratio 1:10 (one (1) wheel rotation corresponds to ten (10)

rotations of the electric motor). When the ESVT is used, it

is placed before the 1:10 gearing, resulting in variable

ratios 1:10r1:15. 

An open test track at the University campus was used for

the tests, where one full lap corresponds to 240 m. The

tests were conducted firstly without the use of the ESVT,

measuring: time, distance, vehicle velocity and hydrogen

consumption. Then, ESVT was installed and the same tests

were conducted again in order to compare fuel consump-

tion data. 

Two major test cases were investigated. One, conducting

acceleration tests of 0−25 Km/h and another completing

one full lap corresponding to 240 m distance. At both cases

full throttle was used.

 It must be stated that the testbed vehicle is developed for

competition purposes, where an average speed of 25 Km/h

Table 1. ESVT control rules definition.

 

Figure 11. Prototype testbed vehicle ER12.

Table 2. Testbed technical specifications.

Chassis Aluminum alloy

Body Carbon fiber

Motor Brushless electric motor

Max motor torque 4 Nm

Max motor RPM 4000 RPM

Power source H2 fuel cell, 1.2 KW

Dimensions 2.5 × 1.25 × 1m (L × W × H)

Weight 81 Kg

Max vehicle speed 37 Km/h
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is the target. That is the reason why this specific speed is

used throughout the tests.

4.2.1. Testcase 1 (Acceleration 0-25 Km/h)

Acceleration is the most fuel consuming driving condition,

which becomes really important while using vehicles at

urban environments. Thus, it is crucial to evaluate whether

the use of the proposed ESVT results in better hydrogen

consumption while accelerating from stop to the target

speed of 25 km/h. At the same time, the driving performance

is investigated in order to evaluate if the vehicle can reach

the speed of 25 km/h with the ESVT installed.

At this test the vehicle is accelerated at full throttle,

which corresponds to acceleration pedal maximum

position. On road tests are conducted with and without the

use of the ESVT. The results of velocity measurements and

hydrogen consumption are shown in Figures 12 (a), 12 (b)

respectively.

As seen on Figure 12 (a), the vehicle reached the target

speed at a longer distance when using the ESVT (ESVT:

68.14 m, No ESVT: 60.49 m). Nevertheless the calculated

average velocity was slightly higher with the ESVT

(ESVT: 10.33 Km/h, No ESVT: 9.89 Km/h). This is

explained due to the difference of starting transmission

ratios (ESVT: 1:15, No ESVT: 1:10), where ESVT

provides higher acceleration up to 12 km/h. Above that

speed, ESVT ratio changes slow down vehicle acceleration,

mostly due to friction losses that occur from belt movement.

Hence, velocity comparison measurements show that with

the ESVT the driving performance of the vehicle is

improved.

Fuel consumption measurements (Figure 12 (b)), show a

lower hydrogen consumption using ESVT (1.33lt),

compared to No ESVT (1.66lt), which corresponds to a

19.9% improvement. Also, as shown, hydrogen consumption

is lower throughout the vehicle acceleration, as expected

from the less stepped velocity measurements that occur

using the ESVT. Since hydrogen consumption is a key

factor for evaluating ESVT use, it is clear that it allows

lower consumption during acceleration. In urban environ-

ments where many stop and go are needed, this will result

in higher fuel savings which is the main target. 

4.2.2. Testcase 2 (One lap) 

In order to evaluate vehicle driving and consumption

regarding the proposed ESVT use, additional tests were

conducted. For this testcase the prototype vehicle should

complete one full lap inside the test track. More

specifically, the vehicle must start from zero speed,

accelerate, decelerate for the first corner, accelerate again,

decelerate for the second turn and finish. This test was

made in order to correspond to real driving conditions. 

Once again tests are firstly performed without the ESVT

and then ESVT installation and testing follows. Also for

this case the vehicle is driven at full throttle during

accelerations in order to obtain more adequate results. The

measurements of vehicle velocity and hydrogen consumption

are shown in Figures 13 (a), 13 (b) respectively, as a

comparison between ESVT and No ESVT use.

Figure 12. (a) Vehicle velocity comparison when accelerating

0-25 km/h; (b) Vehicle velocity and hydrogen consumption

when accelerating 0-25 km/h.

Figure 13. (a) Vehicle velocity comparison driving 1 lap;

(b) Hydrogen consumption comparison at 1 lap.
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Figure 13 (a) presents the vehicle velocity comparison

(ESVT, No ESVT) as also the test track including four

specific waypoints, in order to be clear where every

acceleration and deceleration occurs. Velocity measurements

show that without the ESVT the vehicle obtained a higher

maximum velocity (ESVT: 25.5 Km/h, No ESVT: 27.3 Km/

h). Nevertheless, the average velocity was higher when

using the ESVT (ESVT: 15.7 Km/h, No ESVT: 13.9 Km/

h). It should be noticed though, that the drop of speed when

decelerating on corners using the ESVT is higher. This is

explained due to the higher transmission losses that occur

from belt tension, which slow down the vehicle. That is

also one reason why the ESVT needs more distance in

order to accelerate again at same speeds as with the typical

gearing transmission. 

Consumption results reveal that ESVT use provides

lower hydrogen consumption (ESVT: 4.22lt, No ESVT:

4.41lt), which correspond to a 4.3% improvement (Figure

13b). Even though not close to the improvement presented

during the acceleration tests, it is clear that real road tests

prove that ESVT use can lower fuel consumption on an

electric vehicle. Even more, one lap test data measurements

become more important considering that they correspond

to real urban driving conditions. 

One lap tests showed that using the ESVT results in

more stable vehicle driving on track, since variable

transmission ratios provide smoother acceleration and

deceleration transactions. That, allows the driver to

optimize its driving performance easier and thus achieve

even better consumption results as he gets to know the

vehicle. Even though without the ESVT a higher maximum

speed can be obtained, it should be accounted that the test

track has really short straights where the vehicle can’t show

its real potentials. It is important that in competition tracks

(for which it is built), longer straight parts are available

thus it is easier to achieve higher maximum speeds

resulting to also higher average speeds. 

Also, since the ratio changes are user programmed,

vehicle average speed can be optimized for every different

track needs. That is an important advantage of ESVT use

that cannot be achieved with direct one-stage gear

transmission.

4.3. ESVT Control Results

In order to explore and evaluate ESVT control operation,

experimental data of actuator movements were recorded,

during 1)acceleration and 2)one lap test cases. Graphical

representations of these data are shown at Figures 14, 15.

ESVT belt position is also presented schematically at

specific ratio change points to clarify ESVT operation.

4.3.1. Testcase 1 (Acceleration 0-25 Km/h)

For the first test case, experimental data of vehicle velocity

and ESVT ratio are presented at Figure 14.

At start, transmission ratio remains at 1:1.5 up to 16 km/

h, where it starts to change in order to help on reaching

higher vehicle speeds. As shown, ratio changes are done with

smooth transitions, resulting to good vehicle acceleration.

Between 17−18 Km/h, quick ratio change (1:1.5 to 1:1.3)

requires quick belt movement and thus higher transmission

losses occur. This sudden power loss results to vehicle

speed drop. Above 18 Km/h, smooth gear shift resumes

smooth vehicle acceleration up to the target speed. Hence,

during acceleration tests ESVT control operation is

evaluated as good, since there are no sudden ratio changes

and the small lag presented at 17−18 Km/h was expected

according to ESVT mechanical construction.

4.3.2. Testcase 2 (One lap) 

For the second test case, the experimental data representing

vehicle velocity and ESVT ratio are presented at Figure 15.

As shown, ESVT ratio remains at 1:1.5 until vehicle

reaches 16 km/h and then it moves to lower ratios. The

small hysteresis of vehicle acceleration that is evident at

this point (15−17 Km/h) is expected due to high gear ratio

used. Once the ratio starts to change, the vehicle

accelerates again up to 22 Km/h. It is important that for the

rest of the track, the control responds to vehicle speed

changes, providing ratios that can keep the needed speed

and torque. Also, smooth ratio transitions seem to follow

the target of low belt movement in order to avoid high

power losses. 

Figure 14. Vehicle velocity and ESVT gear ratio during

acceleration test.

Figure 15. Vehicle velocity and ESVT gear ratio during one

lap test.
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While the above findings are important, mostly for the

vehicle driving performance, the key factor of ESVT use

towards higher fuel autonomy, is to keep motor speed

closely to best motor efficiency region (2300−2550Rpm).

To evaluate this operational characteristic, ESVT ratio

versus motor speed is presented at Figure 16. 

According to the specific vehicle application (i.e gear

ratios), best motor efficiency region can only be achieved

at speeds over 17 km/h. There, it is possible according to

vehicle speed to operate the motor near this Rpm region.

As viewed, during vehicle launch (40−80 m of the covered

distance), ESVT control clearly follows this key rule,

trying to keep almost constant motor Rpm even though the

vehicle accelerates and decelerates. This operation is

repeated during 150−220 m of the covered distance, where

once the motor speed exceeds the 2500 Rpm limit, the

control rules are followed towards motor speed drop to

efficiency region. Also, the constant ratio sections found,

prove that low actuator movements are succeeded, which is

the second control target set. 

Experimental results regarding ESVT control evaluation

indicate good performance, towards motor operation at

best efficiency region speeds. At the same time, smooth

ratio transitions occur and are achieved with the fewer

possible belt movements, ensuring low belt wear.

5. CONCLUSION

A new prototype Electronic Shift Variable Transmission is

presented. The proposed transmission was designed,

developed and tested on road, in order to explore the

performance of variable transmission use on zero emission

urban vehicles. The ESVT was installed and tested on the

ER12 prototype hydrogen fuel cell powered urban vehicle.

ER12 is used as a testbed in order to measure fuel

consumption and compare results of ESVT use versus the

one-stage geared transmission previously installed on the

vehicle. 

Road tests were conducted using the prototype urban

vehicle in order to provide insights regarding fuel

consumption measurements and driving performance.

Experimental results were presented, showing significant

improvement with the use of ESVT. Specifically, two

major test cases were investigated. One, accelerating the

vehicle up to 25 km/h and another completing one full lap

while the speed of 25 km/h should be reached. The first

case results showed lower hydrogen consumption using

ESVT, which corresponds to 19.9% improvement. At the

same time the vehicle reached the target speed at almost the

same distance and the average velocity was slightly higher

when using the ESVT. Second case results also presented

lower hydrogen consumption using ESVT, which corresponds

to 4.3% improvement. Without the ESVT the vehicle

obtained a higher maximum velocity, nevertheless the

average velocity was slightly higher when using ESVT.

Experimental results regarding ESVT control evaluation

indicate good performance, towards motor operation at

best efficiency region speeds. At the same time, smooth

ratio transitions occur and are achieved with the fewer

possible belt movements, ensuring low belt wear.

These insights prove good operational capability of the

proposed system. It is also found that future work could

focus on ESVT control optimization that can provide even

higher fuel consumption improvements and better vehicle

drivability. 
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